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AIR PRO WIRELESS OPERATING METHOD
Bluetooth is not a 100% proven technology, connection can drop.
For best performance use the standard antenna provided by the radio manufacturer.
Do not use a short or stubby antenna. It will not work.
Make sure radio is close to the Bluetooth device.
On the Bluetooth Radio adapter, make sure Bluetooth slide switch is on before pairing.

Use this method for best connectivity after the initial pairing process:
1.  Attach adapter to radio and turn radio on.
2.    Adapter will go into pairing mode (Red / Blue flash) automatically for first time use.
3.    Power up earbuds. When LED turns solid Blue on radio Bluetooth adapter, earbuds are linked.
3.    Press and hold Remote PTT Switch button until Red / Blue LED appears, then release.
4.    Double press the Remote Switch PTT button to establish connection to the adapter.
5.    You will need to do thise every time you turn on the radio. 

To power OFF remote switch:
1.  Power off radio and earbuds.
2.    Wait for remote switch to blink Blue, about 10 seconds after radio is off.
3.    Power off remote switch by pressing PTT until flashing Red. 

Earphone Connection, Inc. does not guarantee the audio quality of the user’s Wireless earbuds as this is 
a consumer product.

Sound quality is determined by battery life, quality and age of the user’s Wireless earbud. These factors 
can cause poor sound quality and loss of audio signal to the Bluetooth radio adapter.

Lithium battery degradation is common over time.

Make sure the wireless earbuds are fully charged before use.

It is recommended to use one earbud at a time as they only deliver between 2 – 4 hrs of operating time. 

AIR PRO WIRELESS DISCLAIMER:

Please refer to Customer Resources or Watch Videos at www.earphoneconnect.com for 
more instructions and tips. 


